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93. A sediment accumulation level indicator must be installed in the water and
sediment accumulation zone and have a mark indicating the level where the
sediment volume provided for in section 92 is reached, as calculated in accordance
with section 109.

94. The flow contrai devices of the dry retention system must include

(1) a device for ensuring compliance with the average flow during the
passage of the erosion control rain, Qerosion; 

(2) a device for ensuring compliance, with the peak flow established in
subparagraph 1 of the first paragraph of section 79; the sizing of the device must 
take into account the flow diischarged by the device provided for in subparagraph 
1 of the first paragraph and, where applicable, the device provided for in section 
103;and 

(3) a device for ensuring compliance with the peak flow established in
subparagraph 2 of the first paragraph of section 79; the sizing of the device must 
take into account the flow discharged by the devices provided for in subparagraphs 
1 and 2 of the first paragraph and, where applicable, by the device provided for in 
section 103. 

Oespite the foregoing, if a flow contrai device of the orifice or orifice plate 
type is used, the diameter must not be less than 75 mm. 

95. Subject to the restrictions in the second paragraph, the following types of
flow contrai devices must be used:

(1) orifice or orifice plate;

(2) flow restricting pipe;

(3) broad-crested or sharp-crested weir;

( 4) vortex flow regulator;

(5) buoyant flow contrai devices providing a constant discharge.
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Except in the case of peak flows equal to or less than 15Us, vortex flow 
regulators or buoyant flow contrai devices providing a constant discharge may not 
be used in a dry retention system to reproduce peak flows with a period equal to 
or less than 25 years. 

96. Where the flow control device is sized to discharge a flow equal to or less 
than 15 Lis, a vortex flow contrai device must be used.

A vortex flow contrai device must never be submerged downstream. 

97. The sizing of the flow control device of the orifice or orifice plate type must 
be established us

Equation 4-1: A = Q/c ✓ 2 x 9.81(H, - H,)




